
DRINK
BETTER
BEER

WE LOVE
BEER...

CLEANMYLINES.com

...not just the beverage, but the 
world that surrounds it.  We 
love artisans who push the 
limits of what you can pour into
a a pint glass.  We love the explosion 
of craft beer bars and brew pubs 
that provide a seemingly infinite 
world of flavors, locations, and 
local treasures to discover.  Most 
of all, we love that moment when 
a person takes a sip and suddenly 
discoverdiscovers their new favorite brew.

Beer is more than a beverage, it’s 
a craft…an art…and even more, it’s 
the center of an entire social
movement.  It’s our love for great 
beer, and the world surrounding it, 
that drove us to form Clean Lines, 
LLC.  Brewers deserve their
productproduct’s integrity to be upheld; 
distributors and retailers deserve 
a system that doesn’t waste their 
profits; and consumers deserve to 
taste beer as the brewers intended.  
Clean Lines is here to guarantee 
that happens.
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WHY CHOOSE CLEAN LINES
FULL RESET CLEANING & RESTORE

LINE CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

DRAFT UPGRADES & INSTALLATION

STANDARD PRICING*

DRINK BETTER BEER

SERVICES INCLUDE

CLEANMYLINES.COM304.250.9951

14 Day Cleaning: $8/Tap
30 Day Cleaning: $10/Tap
Full Reset Cleaning: $12/Tap

$75 Minimum per appointment

*pricing may vary, call for
your free estimate


